Social processing occurs within dynamic, complex, and multimodal contexts, but the study of social 42 disorder. These findings offer first glimpses into the power of using these naturalistic, dynamic 43 approaches to understand how we perceive, reason about, and interact with others.
27
cognition typically involves static, artificial stimuli. Naturalistic approaches (e.g., movie viewing) can 28 recapture the richness and complexity of real-world interactions. Novel analytic approaches allow for the 29 investigation of functional brain organization in response to contextually embedded and extended events 30 with a complex temporal structure during movie viewing or narrative processing. In addition to these 31 within-brain measures, movies afford between-brain analyses such as inter-subject correlation, which 32 allows for identification of stimulus-specific brain response through the correlation of brain activity 33 between participants' brains. Research using these approaches offers both practical and theoretical 34 advantages in understanding how we navigate our social world. Practically, movies are engaging stimuli 35 that allow for more rapid presentation of multiple event types and improve compliance even in very 36 young populations. Theoretically, studies have validated the use of these measures by demonstrating 37 functional selectivity to contextually embedded stimuli. Naturalistic approaches also allow for novel 38 insights. For example, regions associated with social cognition have longer temporal receptive windows, 39 making them well suited to social-cognitive processes that require integration of information over longer 40 timescales. Furthermore, the similarity in the temporal and spatial brain response between individuals 41 during naturalistic viewing is related to age, predictive of friendships, and reduced in autism spectrum 47 simplest form, which generally entails using static, unimodal, and artificial stimuli. This highly controlled 48 experimental approach has provided major insights into our understanding of cognitive processing and 49 functional brain organization (e.g., Mook, 1983; Rust & Movshon, 2005) . However, even at the level of 50 early visual cortex, the brain may respond differently during natural compared to artificial contexts 51 (review, Hasson, Malach, & Heeger, 2010) , and this disconnect between experimental stimuli and real-52 world complexity poses threats to the validity and generalizability of what we can learn from artificial 53 approaches (Gastaut & Bert, 1954 ; Nastase, Gazzola, Hasson, & Keysers, 2019; Risko, Laidlaw, Freeth, 54 Foulsham, & Kingstone, 2012). One domain in which these discrepancies may be most apparent is social 55 processing (Redcay & Schilbach, 2019; Risko et al., 2012; Schilbach et al., 2013) . Humans navigate the 56 social world through a continuous and dynamic stream of multi-modal, contextually embedded, and 57 interactive social experiences. Here we review studies that leverage novel neuroimaging approaches, with 58 a focus on fMRI, to examine social cognitive processes in dynamic, temporally-extended, naturalistic 59 contexts (e.g., movie viewing, narrative processing).
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These naturalistic approaches not only satisfy appeals to ecological validity but also offer both 61 practical and theoretical advantages. Practically, movies are engaging and thus can elicit greater attention 62 and compliance among participants (Vanderwal, Eilbott, & Castellanos, 2019) . They also are more 63 suitable for young children and patient populations for which traditional tasks would be too challenging 64 ( While naturalistic imaging offers many benefits in terms of ecological validity, the unconstrained nature 78 of the stimuli demands novel analysis techniques that go beyond those typically used for tasks examining 79 discrete, isolated events. In this section we discuss current theoretical and analytical approaches to 80 dynamic, naturalistic stimuli. We divide these into categories based on whether analyses are conducted 81 within individuals (within brain) or between individuals (between brains) ( Figure 1 
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A related, data-driven method to identify common functional networks across participants is 208 independent components analysis (ICA). Group ICA methods identify spatially independent components 209 that are common across participants. These components can be probed further using methods described 210 
217
Representation similarity. Two limitations of ISC and ISFC are that 1) these methods require that the 218 stimulus is time-locked between participants and 2) spatial patterns are typically smoothed, which may 219 obscure important spatial pattern information (Haxby et al., 2001 ). An alternative between-brain method 220 is to average a voxel's BOLD response across a meaningful unit of time common to participants (e.g.,
221
viewing a scene and/or retelling a specific event in a story), thus relaxing the constraint of temporal in the movie may be due to the presence of spontaneous mentalizing during the movie, but not during the 316 explicit task. Thus, movie viewing may elicit a broader network than previously identified. This broader 14 network may be due to the presence of cognitive processes occurring within a rich social and temporal 318 context (i.e., multiple stimuli on the screen at once and prior events influence current interpretations).
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Because this type of presentation is more consistent with social processing in the real world the broader 320 network may be more characteristic of how the brain processes real-world social stimuli. Alternatively, 321 engagement of a broader network during movie viewing could simply the concurrent engagement of 322 multiple simultaneous processes that could each be independently identified in more controlled tasks.
323
This question of whether one can effectively isolate each cognitive or perceptual process and sum them 324 together to understand how the brain is engaged in a rich, complex naturalistic stimulus is an important 325 one for future research. 
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Naturalistic imaging approaches using movies and stories offer practical advantages over traditional task-490 based approaches due to the engaging nature of the stimulus. Further, despite the concern that naturalistic 491 approaches could limit the ability to isolate and manipulate specific processes, naturalistic viewing 492 provides evidence for functional specialization of brain responses to different stimulus categories, even 493 when presented in complex, multimodal, and dynamic contexts . Moreover, 494 accumulating evidence suggests that naturalistic approaches using complex and temporally-extended 495 stimuli can provide novel, complementary insights into how we perceive, reason about, and interact with 496 21 other social beings. We have highlighted two findings from naturalistic movie viewing and narrative 497 approaches that promise to significantly inform social cognition and social behavior, namely: the long 498 temporal receptive windows of mentalizing regions and the importance of neural similarity in social 499 behavior. However, much further work is still required to determine whether a mechanistic relation exists 500 between these neural signatures and social behavior. 501 502
